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The automotive industry continues to innovate and expand rapidly. As automobile computerization 

advances, wire harnesses are ever-more important. This means the wires must be made even 

smaller for downsizing the wire harnesses.  Meanwhile, in line with global trends, harnesses need 

to be manufactured in low-volume to suit auto makers’ production plans. ShinMaywa’s TRD401 

both-ends crimping machines solve these requirements.

The TRD401 comes standard with a terminal crimping monitor for sophisticated quality 

management as well as a range of sensors. Automatic wire changer and applicator changer, boost 

productivity.

With this new seal insertion machine featuring a 3-module automatic-exchange seal unit, the 

TRD401 will be even more valuable to customers around the world.

Both seal insertion both-ends crimping machine

TRD401WPA
Both-ends crimping machines

TRD401

Simply set up the next terminals or applicators 
during the production. The applicator sliding plate 
also supports this job.

Wires loaded in position for the next production when the machine is operating are automatically changed,  thus reducing the switchover time 
by 83% less than that of manual action.

Wire retract1 Wire holder switch2 Wire feed3

Automation of time-consuming procedure for changing the wire color and size

Significant reduction in machine set up time

This entire sequence is automatically performed.

Automatic wire changer

Terminal & applicator changer
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* The automatic wire changer, the terminal & applicator changing device are options.

The TRD401 series of both-ends crimping 
machines from ShinMaywa, complemented with 
a new seal insertion model, are ideal for 
low-volume production and smaller-gauge wires.
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Highly accurate, reliable and productive

New transport system
■Mechanical swing arm drive system, with a highly 

rigid swing arm for high-speed stability

■Development of control software that substantially 

limits inertia vibration

■The Y-axis with its highly accurate ball screws 

improves the strip length and crimping position accu-

racy.

New digital crimper
■The newly developed digital crimper has improved 

mechanical rigidity.

■The advanced toggle mechanism produces superior 

repeat accuracy.

■The newly developed crimper can be used even for 

small wire gauge crimping which requires strict accu-

racy.

Insulation dust vacuum collector
■Insulation dust generated during wire stripping is 

sucked from just behind the strip cutter.

■The knockout system scrapes away insulation dust 

from each working cycle that has been collected by 

vacuum air.

TRD401
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TRD401
Both-ends crimping

■Processing capacity chart
Operational condition Length measurement speed: 6 m/s, Machine speed: Max

Highly accurate, reliable and productive

Insulation dust vacuum collector part

Both-ends crimping machines

New models with even greater performance and evolution

The machine in the photo is fitted with optional equipment.



New seal insertion unit with a vertical
select mechanism

Higher performance of seal insertion 
productivity

New seal insertion unit

■Servo motors are used for both seal handling and 

wire guide drives.

This improves the seal and wire centering accuracy, 

reduces seal insertion defects and wire buckling.

TRD401WPA, TRD401WPSA

The new global-standard machines

■The　new seal　insertion　unit uses a unique new 

vertical mechanism with different seals.

■This keep the 3-module unit compact in size. The 

total machine size stays the same even though 

both seal units are mounted.

■Seals are selected automatically according to the 

settings of processing data.

The seal cassette and independent parts
feeder systems facilitate changeover.
■The seal cassettes are easy to attach and remove. Each parts 

feeder has individually mounted to make easy expansion and 

change to another machine.

■Each parts feeder is mounted on a roller base to save 

space and allow easy relocation.

TRD401WPA, TRD401WPSA
Both-ends crimping

TRD401WPA, TRD401WPSA
Both-ends/single-end seal insertion both-ends crimping

Cut length (mm) 
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Machine mounted with both-ends 3-module seal unit Machine mounted with single-end 3-module seal unit

Both seal insertion both-ends crimping machine Single seal insertion both-ends crimping machine

The machine in the photo is fitted with optional equipment.

Seal cassette

Up to 3 modules

 Vertical selector
(servo motor drive)

 Wire guide
 (servo motor drive)

■Processing capacity chart
Length measurement speed: 6 m/s, Machine speed: MaxOperational condition



■Belt feeder transports wire by sandwiching them, and make a quickly 
and stably feed delicate small gauge wires.

■New encoder feedback 
control has been added 
to measure and adjust 
wire length in real time 
increasing cut length 
accuracy.

Support for smaller gauge wires

Features

■In order to keep operators safe, all 
TRD401s come standard full cover 
for all moving parts.

■The display language 
can be easily changed 
between English, 
Japanese, Chinese, 
Spanish.

■Operation authority setting screen

Safety is another crucial aspect of performance.

Newly developed belt-feed length measurement unit

Full safety cover over all moving parts

The ability to freely customize
operation authority can be 
done from monitor screen.

Customizable program for operate limitation

User friendly operation interface

Bright, colorful 
display for quick 
and efficient work

 N e w   encoder feedback control

Wire

Measuring servo motor

Belt

Encoder

Compensation 
through feedback

control

■Sample screen 
(Japanese)

■Main page (English) ■Sample screen (Chinese)



■ Error occurs, the location photo is shown on screen  
as well as possible causes.

■Recovery guidance makes restoration work proceed 
smoothly.

■Up to 1,000 production errors with time can be stored 
in hard disk memory on PC.

■Consumables warning setting screen

■Sample screens of error recovery guidance

Function to prevent quality detection

Consumables management function

Quick troubleshooting

The TCM was developed by ShinMaywa to judge whether the termination is good or not.

Reminder message
for inspection
consumables

■The TCM detects crimping pressure and makes judgments.
■Detected waveforms are superimposed over the reference 

waveform in real time.
■Registered waveforms and setting data are automatically called 

up with processing data.

Shorten recovery times from trouble.

Bad wire chopperTerminal Crimping Monitor (TCM)

■The chopper cuts off the terminal heads that 
are judged as bad by the TCM.

■Automatic reminder 
message, notify the 
operator of the next 
inspection timing for 
consumables such as 
cutter brades and 
measurement belts.

■If inspection times are 
preset, the machine 
interlock function is triggered 
after a warning message.

■Guidance messages are 
provided after warning 
messages.

Error

Recovery guidance

Possible cause




